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Mumbai Attack: Terrorists Spoke Marathi?

By Abdul Hameed, TwoCircles.net

Mumbai: It is somehow surprising to learn that the terrorists in Cama hospital in

Mumbai were fluently speaking Marathi. The terrorists who are said to have fired

in Cama hospital talked to an employee clad in civil dress in Marathi, reports a

Marathi daily 'Maharashtra Times'.

The newspaper said the terrorists who targeted ATS chief Hemant Karkare, police

commissioner Ashok Kamte and encounter specialist Vijay Salaskar were

speaking Marathi fluently.

The newspaper claims the terrorists having fired at two watchmen in uniform

asked the other beside them on gunpoint in Marathi, 'You are here an employee?'

The employee caught the legs of the terrorist and said, 'I am not working here. My

wife has suffered from heart attack and I have come here to admit her.' The

terrorist asked him again in Marathi, 'You are speaking true or false?' The

employee answered, 'No, by God I am speaking true.'

On this the terrorist let him go.
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Excerpted from Mumbai attack: Terrorists spoke Marathi? | TwoCircles.net

http://twocircles.net/2008nov29/mumbai_attack_terrorists_spoke_marathi.html#.Vb5NrLcRvIE
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